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Abstrat

The aim of this work is to present the onstrution and use of Surrogate Reservoir

Models apable of aurately prediting umulative oil prodution for every well

stimulated with yli steam injetion at any given time in a heavy oil reservoir in

Mexio onsidering unertain variables. The entral omposite experimental de-

sign tehnique was seleted to apture the maximum amount of information from

the model response with a minimum number of reservoir models simulations. Four

input unertain variables (the dead oil visosity with temperature, the reservoir

pressure, the reservoir permeability and oil sand thikness hydraulially onneted

to the well) were seleted as the ones with more impat on the initial hot oil pro-

dution rate aording to an analytial prodution predition model. Twenty �ve

runs were designed and performed with the STARS simulator for eah well type on

the reservoir model. The results show that the use of Surrogate Reservoir Models

is a fast viable alternative to perform probabilisti prodution foreasting of the

reservoir.

Keywords: Surrogate model, approximation model, response surfae, experimen-

tal design, yli steam injetion, probabilisti prodution foreast.
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1 Introdution

The modeling and simulation of reservoirs is a ritial step in the planning

and development of oil �elds. Numerial reservoir simulation has beome

an industry standard tool for hydroarbon reservoir management. It is now

used in all phases of �eld development in the oil and gas industry.

Before a reservoir model an be aepted for the foreast of future produ-

tion, the model has to be updated with historial prodution data. On the

other hand, the quality of the data used to onstrut the reservoir model is

most of the time poor, leading to a high unertainty of prodution foreasts.

As the reservoir models (RMs) run in a wide variety of time sales, several

hours or even days, the problem intensi�es when we realize that in many

ases, the unertainty of several variables has to be onsidered in order to

make reliable foreasts. Then sensitivity analysis of unertain variables and

probabilisti foreasting and risk analysis beomes a must and several RMs

runs must be made for di�erent ombinations of unertain variables values.

Surrogate Reservoir Models (SRMs) are prototypes of the RMs that an

run in frations of a seond rather than in hours or days. If properly de-

signed, they an mimi the apabilities of the RM with high auray. SRMs

are attrative tools to be used as an e�ient substitution of RMs. The SRM

is built on the basis of modeling the response of the reservoir simulator with

a limited number of ases hosen intelligently. It is not neessary to know the

simulation ode operates (or even to understand it), only the input-output

behaviour of the reservoir model is important. SRMs an be developed regu-

larly o�-line as new versions of the RMs beome available, and an e�iently

be used for foreasting behaviour under unertainty onditions as well as for

real-time deision making (see [1�7℄).

Consequently, to improve the on�dene of prodution foreasts, a method-

ology is introdued, base upon Surrogate Reservoir Models, to build replae-

ments for the reservoir model.

The aim of this work is to present the onstrution and use of Surrogate

Reservoir Models (SRMs) apable of aurately prediting umulative oil

prodution for every well stimulated with yli steam injetion (CSI) at any

given time in a heavy oil reservoir in Mexio onsidering unertain variables.

Setion 2 desribes the reservoir in terms of rude oil type, API density,

visosity, depth and pressures. Additionally, the numerial models of wells

onsidered are listed (onventional CSI, seletive CSI and horizontal CSI for

the extra heavy oil and the heavy oil reservoirs), as well as the variables that
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have the greatest in�uene on the prodution behaviour (the dead oil visos-

ity with temperature, the reservoir pressure, the reservoir permeability and

oil sand thikness hydraulially onneted to the well). Setion 3 desribes

the onstrution of the surrogate reservoir models. The entral omposite ex-

perimental design tehnique was seleted to apture the maximum amount

of information from the model response with a minimum number of reservoir

models simulations. Setion 4 details the numerial model assoiated to eah

well type to be performed with the STARS simulator [8℄. Setion 5 disusses

the onstrution of the �eld-to-study model, based on the surrogate reservoir

model of eah well type and the ativity of the wells for the period 2012-2027.

Finally, in setion 6, the onlusions of this work are listed.

2 Reservoir desription

The projet geographially omprises a site loated southeast of Mexio,

state of Tabaso, where the presene of heavy and extra-heavy visous oil is

present in the shallow sands �eld (depth 600 m to 2200 m) of the Plioene

and Pleistoene of the Tertiary.

The reservoir type is blak oil with a density ranging from 5 to 10 degrees

API for extra-heavy oil (XP) with a visosity of 6000-45000 entipoises and

between 12 to 23 degrees API with a visosity of 200-2000 entipoises for the

heavy oil (P).

The original pressure reported for Heavy Oil Field S in 1964 was between

150 and 200 kg/m

2
. Aording to the pressure behaviour observed during

the di�erent prodution periods (1964 to 2010), it indiates that these de-

posits are a ombination of volumetri and ompartmentalized, where orig-

inal values of pressure at intervals pertaining to a sandy paket, but not

onneted and behaving as separate reservoirs or �ow units (see [9�11℄).

The numerial models of wells onsidered in this work are: SXP onven-

tional yli steam injetion (CSI), SXP seletive CSI, SXP horizontal CSI,

SP onventional CSI, SP yli hot water injetion (CHWI).

We analyzed the variables that have the greatest in�uene on the produ-

tion behaviour in extra-heavy oil wells subjeted to yli steam injetion,

through sensitivities made with the Boberg-Lantz model (see [12℄).

The seleted variables with the greatest impat resulting from this analy-

sis for vertial wells were (a) permeability, (b) pressure () the open thikness,

and (d) the visosity of the oil. In the ase of horizontal wells, (a) the per-
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Fig. 1: Variation range for the 4 seleted variables for the model SXP on-

ventional CSI.

Fig. 2: Variation range for the 4 seleted variables for the model SXP seletive

CSI.
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Fig. 3: Variation range for the 4 seleted variables for the model SXP hori-

zontal CSI.

Fig. 4: Variation range for the 4 seleted variables for the model SP CSI and

SP CHWI.
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meability, (b) the visosity of the oil, () the open thikness, and (d) the

horizontal length were hosen. Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the variation of the

variables with unertainty, where the olors red, blue and green were used to

represent the minimum, average and maximum respetively.

3 Surrogate reservoir model (SRM)

Surrogate models are ompat salable analyti models that approximate the

multivariate input/output behavior of omplex systems, based on a limited

set of omputational expensive simulations.

In this ontext, a SRM is an approximation to the numerial simula-

tion model by means of funtions that represent the di�erent responses of

the reservoir simulator. These are models for spei� problems and never

substitute the numerial simulation model.

The generation of a �simple� or �greater preision� model depends on the

objetive of the problem: sensitivity analysis or risk analysis. In this work,

multivariable quadrati funtions will be used.

Steps for the determination of the SRM:

Seletion of variables. At this stage, we hoose the variables that are

onsidered unertain and that a�et the response of the reservoir simulator.

Variation ranges are assigned to these variables, for their subsequent evalu-

ation and quanti�ation of the e�ets, and migration of the unertainty in

the variables, on the response of the simulator (prodution response).

Redution of variables. This step is very important if you have a large

number of variables onsidered unertain and should determine whih of them

have a signi�ant in�uene on the reservoir prodution response.

Generation of Response Surfae. The objetive of this stage is to deter-

mine an analytial funtion whih an be evaluated as many times as desired,

at a low ost. For this purpose it is proposed to use multivariable 2nd-degree

polynomials for eah step time, for example annually, up to the proposed

foreast time. The step prior to the determination of the oe�ients of these

polynomials is the design of an experimental design, whih will allow seleting

the ombinations of the variables values for whih the numerial simulation

must be run.

An experiment design type Central Composite Design was hosen. Given

n variables and two levels on eah variable, this design onsists in a 2n fa-

torial, where the points or experiments are augmented with 2n axial points
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(±α, 0, 0, . . . , 0), (0,±α, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, 0, . . . ,±α, 0), (0, 0, 0, . . . ,±α), and
the entral point (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0). We have a total of 2n + 2n + 1 points or

experiments. The following alulations are made for the ase of three vari-

ables to keep the simpliity. Thus, for the three variables (x1, x2, x3), we have
23 + 2× 3 + 1 = 15 points or experiments to perform. α, whih ensures the

design to be rotatable, is alulated as (2n)1/4.
The multivariable 2nd degree polynomial in ase of 3 variables, whih

gives the umulative oil prodution, and in ombination with the seleted

design of experiment, is the following:

Np = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3 + β12x1x2 + β13x1x3 + β23x2x3

+ β11x
2
1 + β22x

2
2 + β33x

2
3 .

(1)

This leads to the following linear system of equations:

Aβ = b con A = xTx, b = xTNp , (2)

where the matrix x is of dimension 15 × 10, and the vetor β y Np are of

dimension 10× 1 and 15× 1 respetively (see equations in 3).
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1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1 1
1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





















































,

β = (β1, β2, β3, β12, β13, β23, β11, β22, β33)
T ,

Np = (Np1, Np2, Np3, . . . , Np15)
T .

(3)
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The solution of (2) and (3) is given diretly by the expression

β = A−1Np = (xTx)−1(xTx)xTNp . (4)

Finally, the alulated oe�ients of the polynomials are obtained for

eah predition time. These allow obtaining a response equivalent to that

provided by the numerial simulation model for the seleted values of the

variables within their ranges of variation.

In some ases we an obtain that the umulative oil prodution for time

step i − 1 is greater than the umulative for time step i, sine eah linear

system is solved independently of the time step. To avoid this, the following

extra ondition is added:

Npi−1
≤ Npi, para i ≥ 2, y Np1 ≥ 0 . (5)

This leads us to rethink the problem as the linear system Aβ = b given
by equations (2) and (3) with the onstraints set forth in (5), and to the use

of free derivative optimization methods, suh as that proposed by Buitrago

et al. in [13, 14℄, to solve it.

4 Numerial well models

SXP onventional yli steam injetion. The harateristis of the

numerial model are: radial meshing of 18 × 44 ells, four produing sands,

depth at the top of 660 meters, gross thikness of 111 meters, net thikness

of 30 meters and drainage radius of 120 meters. The wells do not have

old prodution, injetion of 4635 tons of steam per yle, the period of

injetion-soaking lasts 30 days, and the prodution period lasts 16 months.

Finished the prodution yle a new steam yle is injeted until 5 yles.

The prodution and umulative oil response for this type well is shown in

Fig. 5.

SXP seletive yli steam injetion. The behaviour of this well type

was determined by a numerial simulation model with harateristis similar

to the SXP onventional CSI well type. In this ase the open thikness was

42 meters. Injetion of 5800 tons of water equivalent to 140 tons per meter

of open sand, the period of injetion-soaking lasts 30 days, the prodution

period lasts 16 months. One the prodution period is over, the well is

injeted with a new steam yle up to 5 yles. The drainage radius was
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120 meters. The prodution and umulative oil response for this well type is

shown in Fig. 6.

SXP horizontal yli steam injetion. The harateristis of the nu-

merial model are the following: a Cartesian meshes of 21 × 25 × 11 ells

(inludes supra and infra adjaent layers of 10 m eah), sand thikness of 21

meters, disretized in 9 layers of variable thiknesses. The open horizontal

length of the well was 325 meters, and an area of 625 meters × 425 meters.

Wells do not have old prodution, injetion of 10500 tons of steam per yle,

the injetion-soaking period lasts 35 days, and the prodution period lasts

18 months. After the prodution yle, a new steam yle is injeted for up

to 5 yles. The �owing bottom pressure was 51 kg/m

2
. The prodution

and umulative oil response for this type well is shown in Fig. 7.

SP onventional yli steam injetion. The harateristis of the nu-

merial model are the following: a radial meshing of 18 × 10 ells, radius of

100 meters, disretized in 18 rings with widths from 30 m to 22 meters, gross

thikness of 97 meters, two produing sands with a thikness of 21 meters,

depth to the top of 1100 m. Injetion of 4800 tons of steam per yle, the

period of injetion-soaking lasts 30 days, and the prodution period lasts 15

months. After the prodution yle, a new steam yle is injeted for up to 5

yles. The drainage radius was 100 meters. The prodution and umulative

oil response for this type well is shown in Fig. 8.

SP yli hot water injetion. The behaviour of this well type was de-

termined using a numerial simulation model with harateristis similar to

the SP onventional CSI model. Injetion of 4800 tons of water per yle,

the period of injetion-soaking lasts 30 days; the prodution period lasts 15

months. After the prodution yle, a new yle of water is injeted for

up to 3 yles. The drainage radius was 100 meters. The prodution and

umulative oil response for this type well is shown in Fig. 9.

Finally, twenty �ve runs were designed and exeuted with the STARS

reservoir simulator [8℄ for eah well type based on the orresponding reservoir

model, as shown in Figs. 10 to 14 for the SXP onventional CSI, SXP seletive

CSI, SXP horizontal CSI, SP onventional CSI and SP CHWI. Here the

prodution is given in thousands of ubi meters. This is the information

used for the generation of the surrogate model for eah type well.
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Fig. 5: Oil prodution rate and umulative for the SXP onventional CSI

well type model.

Fig. 6: Oil prodution rate and umulative for the SXP seletive CSI well

type model.
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Fig. 7: Oil prodution rate and umulative for the SXP CSI horizontal well

type model.

Fig. 8: Oil prodution rate and umulative for the SP onventional CSI well

type model.
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Fig. 9: Oil prodution rate and umulative for the SP yli hot water in-

jetion well type model.

5 Probabilisti prodution pro�les

The minimum, mean and maximum urves were generated for eah of the

seleted variables (see setion 2) for eah well type, as shown in Figs. 1 to 4.

A probability distribution (Beta Pert type), based on its parameters, was

assigned to eah variable depending on its type.

Tab. 1: Well ativity in the period 2012-2027 for the SXP �eld.

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Total

2013-2027

Diretional wells - low angle 21 60 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 64

Diretional wells - low angle - seletive 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Horizontal wells 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

Workover: major repairs with equipment 1 2 1 0 2 6 19 10 14 6 6 12 15 10 7 4 114

Workover: minor repairs 0 3 29 63 15 25 20 20 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 180

Steam yles in diretional wells 15 43 60 63 63 42 61 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 385

Steam yles in horizontals wells 0 0 0 3 3 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Seletive steam yles in diretional wells 4 6 10 6 5 9 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45

Tables. 1 and 2 show the well ativity for the period 2012-2027 for the

SXP and SP �elds. Using the well ativity information, the SRMs of eah well

type, and the probabilisti distributions assigned to the seleted variables,

we alulated the probabilisti oil rate and umulative oil prodution pro�les

(perentiles 10, 50 and 90) for the �elds SXP and SP (prodution bands),

using the Monte Carlo method. These probabilisti pro�les, oil rate and

umulative oil prodution, are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 respetively.
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Tab. 2: Well ativity in the period 2012-2027 for the SP �eld.

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Total

2013-2027

Diretional wells - low angle 38 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9

Horizontal wells 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Workover: major repairs with equipment 15 18 34 27 18 15 10 10 6 5 0 1 2 1 0 0 147

Workover: minor repairs 4 18 38 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65

Steam yles in diretional wells 0 0 0 31 24 19 19 31 24 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 155

Hot water yles in diretional wells 0 0 0 8 16 20 21 13 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 87

Fig. 10: Cumulative oil prodution for the 25 experiments assoiated to SXP

onventional CSI well type model.

Fig. 11: Cumulative oil prodution for the 25 experiments assoiated to SXP

seletive CSI well type model.
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Fig. 12: Cumulative oil prodution for the 25 experiments assoiated to SXP

CSI horizontal well type model.

Fig. 13: Cumulative oil prodution for the 25 experiments assoiated to SP

onventional CSI well type model.

Fig. 14: Cumulative oil prodution for the 25 experiments assoiated to SP

yli hot water injetion well type model.
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6 Conlusions

• The essential steps to be taken into aount in order to develop an

surrogate model (SRM) of a reservoir were identi�ed.

• The results show that the use of surrogate models is a fast alternative

way to alulate the probabilisti prodution foreasts of oil �elds.

Fig. 15: Probabilisti response for the SXP �eld

Fig. 16: Probabilisti response for the SP �eld
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